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FULL-PRO
A traditional Pro Pattern with full 
shaped front and back panels.

HI-PRO
Retro crown shape with tall front 
panels and sloped back panels.

MID-PRO
Our standard Pro Pattern with
slightly rounded crown shape.

CASUAL STRUCTURED
Lower profile crown shape with 
buckram lined front panels.

RELAXED UNSTRUCTURED
Low profile, relaxed crown shape
without structure.

STRAW
Our Straw profile comes in three 
varities; Ranch, Safari, and Gambler.

6 PANEL
The Classic 6 panel baseball cap is as 
authentic as the game itself. Available in a 
wide range of profiles and fit, this traditional 
cap style is the go-to look for players, fans, and 
outdoor enthusiasts.

BEANIE
Also commonly referred to as knits or a  
Toque, this knitted headwear style is designed 
primarily for cold weather conditions but is  
also worn as a fashion accessory. Clip labels  
or small patches are the best decoration 
methods for this headwear style.

VISOR
Visors are designed to shield the sun from 
your eyes and keep your head cool. Small, 
simple decoration designs work best on this 
style of headwear.

BRIMMED
Brimmed headwear styles are designed for 
maximum protection from the elements and 
feature a 360 degree brim. Available with 
performance fabrics or straw. Well suited 
for applique or small patch decorations.

5 PANEL/PINCH
The 5 panel is made with a flat or pinched 
front panel making it the perfect construction 
for models with a printed front panel. The 
seamless front panel also makes it one of the 
easiest cap styles to decorate.

7 PANEL
This unique and modern looking style offers a 
large seamless front panel with a curved top 
seam. The large seamless front makes this 
style Ideal for all types of decoration.
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This is your guide to Richardson headwear styles. We group our headwear product line into style categories that are based on the 
general construction, profile, and shape of each model.

HEADWEAR STYLES

Performance fabrics for 
wicking sweat.

RECYCLED POLYESTER



                  CAP SIZING CHART

EMBROIDERY
The classic look of direct embroidery is 
a proven decoration method commonly 
used on baseball style caps. Best used for 
designs with larger design detail and is 
available with a 3D option.

TRANSFERS
This modern decoration method delivers 
a very clean look and is ideal for complex 
and multi- colored designs. Great for our 
lightweight performance cap styles.

PATCHES
A traditional decoration method reinvented 
and is now the go to look for style conscious 
headwear buyers. Patches can deliver a higher 
level of detail than direct embroidery and 
are available in sublimated, woven, rubber or 
embroidered options.

APPLIQUE
Twill, felt, woven or printed appliques add a 
dimensional, stitched on look to your design. This 
decoration type is well suited for unstructured cap 
styles and lighter weight fabrics.

LEATHER
Our etched or debossed leather applique 
gives your design a natural, rugged look with a 
touch of class. Ideal for complex designs with 
small detail and that look good in a one-color 
application. Available in natural leather or 
colored faux leather.

CLIP LABELS
An understated decoration method that 
provides a subtle branding touch to knits, 
caps or hats. Available as a woven label, 
etched natural leather or faux leather.
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This is your guide to the Richardson decoration styles we offer. Each decoration style offers unique features and the same “Quality in 
Every Stitch” guarantee that you expect from all Richardson products.

DECORATION STYLES

Youth size available in PTS20 onlySize 6⅜ and 6½ not available in Fitted Caps




